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29 /11/2016

U/C

Deputation to SVP National Police Academy, Hyderabad (.) SVP National
Police Academy, Hyderabad have called for nominations of willing and eligible officers
for filling up the 04 posts of.Deputy Superintendent of Police/Assistant
Commandant(Trg/Gen) in the SVP National Police Academy, Hyderabad in PB-3 plus
grade pay 5400/- on deputation basis (.) Details of eligibility criteria is given below (. )

Particulars

Eligibility criteria etc.

Name of Post

Dy.SP/Asstt.Comdt(Trg/Gen)( Number of Posts-04 )

Classification of the
post

General Central Service Group ’A’Gazetted , NonMinisterial

Scale of Pay

BP-3 Rs.15,600-39,100/- plus Grade Pay of Rs. 5400/-

Eligibility
criteria
Educational
qualifications,
experience etc)

(

(a)From amongst officers of the Central Armed Police
Forces/State Police holding analogous posts(
DySP/ACs) on regular basis; or
Desirable:
Five years experience as Trainer/Instructor and
experience in planning, coordinating and conducting
Outdoor or Indoor training activities. Or
Two years experience as Trainers/Instructor possessing
any one certified course conducted by the CPOs/State
Police in areas like PT Drill, Weapons Map Reading
and Field Craft; or
Five years experience in the Works branch/Section or
possessing bachelor. Degree or Diploma in
Civil/Electrical Engineering.
Preference will be given to officers with equal
qualification/knowledge of police related subjects.

Period of deputation

Shall ordinarily not exceed 3 years.

Age limit

The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation
shall be not exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of
receipt of applications.

(.) Reqst fwd nominations of willing and eligible officer in the rank of ACs in the
prescribed format attached so as to reach this Dte by 07/12/2016 repeat

07/12/2016 (.) If nominations are not recd. by target date, then nil report will be
presumed (.) Nil report not required (. ) It may be ensured that nominated officers
should meet all the requirements of the post applied for (.)Para (. ) Preference may be
given to the officers who have served in hard area i.e. LWE/J&K and NE Region
at least 02 and 03 years respectively (. ) Officers who are having good
operational achievements should be given priority (. ) It may also be ensured that
nominated officers must be free from vigilance angle and fulfills the eligibility conditions
as laid down in deputation policy framed by MHA dated 17/01/2012 and this Dte letter
dated 24/09/2013/////Sd/ 29/11/2016
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